Trade A.I.
A New Approach in Trading Analytics
TM

The Trade A.I. platform incorporates data science and machine
learning to continuously generate and refine probability values that
more accurately reflect real-world market and instrument behavior
than standard industry measures.

New Approach to Risk Management
Risk management is the process of identification, evaluation, and
control the probability or impact of unfortunate events to
maximize the realization of opportunities.
Human nature is to use probability to determine tolerance levels
for decision making. We shape our daily experiences by
calculating the probability of a certain outcome occurring in our
favor. Our experiences are subconsciously created from our brain
collecting statistic of historical events and then based decision by
weighing the options and probability of them happening.
In trading, traders are always forced to make decisions to either
enter a new trade or exit an existing one.
Trading, based on your personal risk
management criteria, is critical to overall
long-run profitability.
Probability and tolerance levels are key elements in defining our
behavior. Now, wouldn’t it be nice to have a methodology that
provides you with a probability value that enables you to make the
decision that is “right-for-you”?

Normal Distribution
Most of the market participants are using normal distribution as
representation of real historical movements. This assumption yields
high probability trades that result in losses.
Our Trade Analytic Tools search for a Call Credit Spread using
Probability of Success as a filtering criteria generates the
following results:

RELYING ON NORMAL DISTRIBUTION:
Expect 70% of these trades to be profitable

REALITY:
80% of these trades had losses

Normal Distribution
Here is the same filtering criteria for a Short Put Strategy:

RELYING ON NORMAL DISTRIBUTION :
Expect 90% of these trades to be profitable

REALITY:
80% of these trades had losses

If your expectation does not match reality,
you should reconsider how you calculate
your probability of profitability.

QuoteMedia Approach
So why do the statistics from commonly used methodology not
match reality?
The below chart depicts Theoretical vs. Historical Probability. You
will see that real historical movements are not normally
distributed. While this calculation holds true for some underlying
assets, for the majority, this method will not reflect reality.
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The Current Methodology:
Calculate probability using “one-size-fits-all” formula by assuming
underlying assets have normal distribution.
The Issue With That Assumption:
It doesn’t hold true when using normal distribution and implied
volatility to calculate the probability for all underlying assets.
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Not One-Size-Fits-All
Life example:
How would you feel about going to the hospital and your doctor
treats you based on the average temperature of his patients and
not based on your personal medical history?
It is doubtful that any person would find this treatment acceptable.
So, we encourage traders to not always rely on Theoretical
Probability (assumption historical pricing has normal distribution)
when calculating probability and explore other calculation methods.
That is why QuoteMedia introducing a New Methodology to Risk
Management that comprise of three components.
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▪ Theoretical Probability

▪ Earnings Probability

▪ RSI Probability

▪ Historical Probability

▪ Implied and Historical

▪ SO Probability

▪ Stress Test Probability

Volatility Probability

▪ PPO Probability

The purpose of our new probabilities is simply:
• Enhance the trader’s understanding of a real historical
distribution of underlying
• Shift from “the average temperature of the patients” to what
reflects individuality of the underlying assets

Options Probability Reinvented
Trading based on multi-pronged approach to risk management
for overall long-run profitability.
Trade A.I. platform allows traders to receive comprehensive
probability analysis and make trade decisions based on calculated
risk assessments using our proprietary statistical modeling engine.
With QuoteMedia approach to probability calculation traders are
no longer restricted to a “one-size-fits-all” analysis method. New
methods of evaluation probability using Historical, Stress Test,
Events and Technical Analysis Probabilities, prove to decrease
trading decision risk.

Historical Probability
Takes into consideration the
direction of the stock
historical price moves and
reflects the specificity of
each underlying asset
historical behavior.

Trade A.I. platform provides Short (1 year) and up to Long (5
years) of historical price analysis to calculate probability.

Stress Test Probability
Stress Test Probability
Utilizes the magnitude of the
stock historical price movements
without taking into consideration
direction of that move.

Life example:
When a spring is pulled from both directions, if you know which
end will be released, you can safely decide which side to stand
on. But if you don’t know which end will be released you better
stand a safe distance from both sides of the spring.
Prepare for Movements
Every trader can relate to this: a stock behaving in one direction,
then as soon as you get into the trade, it reverses itself. Since a
stock has the potential to make large moves, a trader needs to be
prepared for when that trade makes large moves in their direction,
or opposite to them.
QuoteMedia introduced Stress Test Probability to reflect the
probability of surviving, or ending up profitable in a trade when the
underlying asset exhibits the worst historical case behavior and
starts moving against you. Stress Test probability warns a trader
about what can be anticipated by getting into a trade. This allows
the trader to better understand their investment and set proper
expectations.

Event Probability
Traders know that pricing behavior of a stock could be greatly
influenced by different events that could expectedly or unexpectedly
happen.
It is very difficult and maybe even statistically unreasonable in day-today trading take into consideration outcomes that happened during
9/11 or COVID 19 pandemic events.
These and some other unexpected events inject some additional risk
that associated with any trade. Although probability of stock
behavior during these unexpected events could be difficult to
quantify, our statistical engine and its ability to learn from the
historical behavior allows to take into consideration reaction of each
individual stock to general unexpected events.
The great difference is presented by events that are happening with
certain frequency and could be predicted.

One of such events is earnings announcements. Traders know that
this event ejects great volatility into pricing.
Trade A.I. statistical engine allows to quantify results of this event by
calculating probability of stock reaching certain price before and after
earnings announcement.
Earnings Probability
Takes into consideration the
specificity of each stock
historical price behavior during
and after earnings period.

Implied and Historical Volatility Probability
Most of the traders are using Implied and Historical volatilities in
their analysis of the trades.
Trade A.I. is enhancing this analysis by converting these volatilities
into event driven probability that allows adding one more important
probability measurement to improve risk management of the trade.
Implied and Historical Volatility Probability
Utilizes a new methodology of converting volatility values into
functional probability values, allowing a multi-pronged approach
to probability analysis. Probability of profit for the trade is based
on analysis of 20 Days Statistical and Implied Volatility historical
behavior in conditions similar to the current 20 Days Statistical
and Implied Volatility values.

Technical Analysis Probability
Many traders use Technical Analysis indicators such as Stochastic
Oscillator (SO), Relative Strength Indicator (RSI) and Percent Price
Oscillator (PPO) to predict future behavior of the stocks.
Each of these indicators have its own units of measurement, which
makes it very difficult to combine them in creating analysis of
individual stock.
QuoteMedia developed methodology of converting Technical
Analysis indicators into the same units of measurement that
represent probability.

This approach allows adding Technical Analysis into probability
analysis of the stocks reaching certain price point at the certain time
frame.
Technical Analysis Probability
Takes into consideration the specificity of each stock historical
price behavior at the similar position in the history, as current
value of the analyzing technical indicator.

Mitigating Risk
By calculating various types of probabilities Trade A.I. platform
allows to look on each trade from the different angles. This multipronged approach in assessing overall probability and mitigating
risk gives our users competitive advantage in their trading.
None of the probabilities that we are
introducing are better than another.
Yet, if they are all lined up, then it is
giving a more comprehensive view
on trade risk assessment and setting
proper expectations of the future
results.

Life example:
Two travelers are walking barefoot in the jungle when suddenly
a tiger starts running toward them. One traveler stops to put on
his sneakers. His friend asks him, “Why bother? You think you
can run faster than a tiger?” The other traveler calmly replies,
“No, but all I need to do is run faster than you!”
In order to be profitable, you don’t have to beat the market or
“outrun a tiger,” a trader has to beat their opponent on the other
side of the trade and in option trading specifically, a trader always
has somebody on the other side of the trade. If you are buying
options, somebody has to sell them to you. If you are selling
options, somebody has to buy them from you.

TRADE A. I.
Analytics
Trade A.I. Analytics is a set of tools
FOR SELF MOTIVATED TRADERS

who desire the ability to
BUILD THEIR OWN TRADING SYSTEM

using our new methodology of
PROBABILITY CALCULATION

and have access to
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

through our proprietary
STATISTICAL MODELING ENGINE

